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I& (Q, 7, wz) be a nonatomic separable finite measure space. Every continuous 
functional N on L=(m), 1 :; p :. co, which is disjointly additive in the sense 
N(u ~-~ 2’) = N(u) + N(v) whenever zw = 0, is known to be representable by an 
integral with a nonlinear Caratheodory kernel. Such functionals share several 
regularity properties with continuous linear functionals. Here we study the ques- 
tion of whether every continuous, disjointly additive functional defined on a closed 
subspace of L’(m) possesses an extension to L?‘(m) with these same properties. 
This question has applications to the study of nonlinear functionals on Sobolex 
spaces. It is shown that for a class of subspaces, including those of finite co- 
dimension, such an extension always exists, but there are also closed subspaces 
not possessing this extension property. Analogous results are obtained for 
disjointly additive mappings from closed subspaces of Ln(wz) into L’(m) and for 
functionals defined on subspaces of L”(m). The techniques depend heavily 
on the utilization of Lyapunov vector measures. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Disjointly additive functionals defined on Banach spaces of measurable 
functions forming a complete lattice have recently been studied by several 
authors [2, 10-121. Such functionals, which are involved in manv nonlinear 
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di&rcntial and integral equations, share several regularity properties \vith linca~- 
functionals [6]. Hence the question naturally arises ai to whether a Hahn 
Banach type extension theory is also available for disjointly additive functionals. 
It turns out that a full analog of the Hahn-Banach theorem does not hold in 
this case. More precisely, there exist closed subspaces of LJ’ and continuous, 
disjointlv additive functionals defined on these subspaces which do not l~osscss an 
cxtcnsion to the entire space 1,” preserving these properties. On the other hand, 
the results to follow do provide a significant partinl analog of the Hahn Hanach 
theorem. 
1Vc shall say that a subspace of LJ’, 1 ‘_ p ’ ._ ,a, possesses the d.a. P.\‘te?1Sion 
proper!\’ if every continuous, disjointly additive functional on the subspace 
has an extension to L” preserving these properties. The continuity to which WC’ 
refer here is with respect to 1,” norm if I --. p -: sci and with respect to bounded 
convergence in measure if p W. A characterization of those subspaces of L” 
which possess the d.a. extension property is highly desirable, in view of the 
fact that disjointly additive functionals defined on the entire space Z,” have been 
extensi\-cl!- studied and many of their properties are known. In the present 
paper we initiate a study of this problem by giving certain gcnerai conditions 
which guarantee that a subspace l~ossesses the d.a. extension propcrt!. Out 
method, which is to a large extent constructive, proves the existence of extensions 
by developing an integral representation of the functionals. A result concerning 
the existence of extensions from a certain subspace J&’ of finite codimension 
was proved in [S], where it was used in order to obtain a characterization of a 
class of disjointly additive functionals on Sobolev spaces. The proof given in [8] 
utilized the special features of the subspace J&’ considered there. 
Regarding disjointly additive operators, we show that the same conditions 
which guarantee that a subspace possesses the d.a. extension propert>- for 
functionals are also sufficient in order that the subspace shall have the analogous 
property for mappings into U(m). However, these mappings are assumed to 
satisfy an additional condition, namely, that the image of a function vanishes 
\vhere\-er the function vanishes. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state the extension theorems 
for functionals. In Section 3 we discuss the relation between the class of suhspaces 
under consideration (which we call “rich” subspaces) and certain associated 
Lyapunov measures. This relation plays a crucial role in our treatment of the 
subject. In Sections 4 and 5 we develop an integral representation for functionals 
defined on linear manifolds of simple functions. This development employs 
a Radon-Nikodym type theorem for functionals, obtained in [9]. Using this 
representation we prove the extension result for functionals on subspaces of L”; 
the proof occupies Section 6 (for p ~~ co) and Section 7 (for I 1 p -:. m). 
An extension theorem for disjointly additive operators is stated and proved in 
Section 8. Finally, in Section 9 WC‘ give examples of subspaces of I,” kvhich 
do not possess the d.a. extension property. 
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2. DEFIKITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF REX-LTS 
Let (Q, T, vz) bc a nonatomic separable finite positive measure space. Denote 
by I,~‘(rn), 1 ’ p :< CO, the Lebesgue spaces of real functions with respect to this 
measure space. In this paper the terms “null,” “ax.,” etc. will refer to the 
measure vz except if otherwise stated. 
.4 linear subspace .)4 of Z,‘(M) will be called a rich subspace if it satisfies the 
following conditions. 
(A) ,// is za”-closed. 
(IS) c A! separates sets, i.e., for every nonnull set E in 7, there exists a function 
.f in JY such that f is nonnull and vanishes outside R. 
A linear subspace A ofP(m), 1 s p -C cc, will be called Grk if J/Y n 1,‘(m) 
is a rich subspace of L=(m). 
‘I’he notion of a rich subspacc of LZ(~z) is closely related to the notion of a 
thin set in 1,l(m) introduced by Kingman and Robertson [3]. Indeed, if j ii is a 
xx-closed subspace of LW-(m) then J is rich if and only if A’ , its annihilator 
in L’(m), is a thin set. 
\Te note that if .A! is a closed subspace ofL”(nz), I I - p < x3, then ../i n Z,‘(m) 
is rc*-closed. Indeed, if ~2’~ is the annihilator of ./2’ in L’l(m) (where (1 .‘p) -- 
(1:9) I) then ,fl is the annihilator of ~2’~ in ~,J~(Hz). (‘Iearly, ever\ element 
in the zc*-closure of A! n L7(m) annihilates ,//. . and hence belongs to i/. 
~1 closed linear subspace of L”(nz), 1 -I p < or,, which is of finite coclirnension 
is necessarih a rich subspace. The same statement holds also with rcspcct to 
J,‘(w~) if “closed” is replaced by “zc*-closed.” This is a consequcncr of tlic’ 
Lvapunov theorem [7]; a proof will be given in the neat section. 
‘In LV(m) we shall consider, in addition to the norm and weak” topologies, 
the (bin)-topology which is defined as follows. A sequence in I;l(~~~) is (bn~)- 
convergent if it is bounded in norm and if it converges in masurc’. .-I set is 
closed in the (Dm)-topology if and (ml\- if it is scquentiallv closed with respect 
tn (bm)-convergence. 
Given a real function f on R, the set K(f) {t E f2 :-f(t) ,’ 0) will hc called 
the strict sup@~ of ,f. Tl’e shall say that t\vo functions .f, R arc disjoint if 
K(f) n AI(‘F) ‘C 
\Yc are now ready to state our main results. 
rI’HEOREbI 2.1 . I,et A/ he a rich s&pace of I,x(m). Let S he a fumtional 
012 _//‘ such that 
(i) :X7 is disjoidy additic.;e, i.e., &V(,f + ,F) -7 :\-(.f) !- >Y(,y), pro7+/efi that 
f, g ape disjoint; 
(ii) 9 is (hm)-rontinuous. 
Then there exists an extension of AT toL*(nz) zuhich presevees properties (i)‘Nw/ (ii). 
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\\*c conjecture that this result remains true if L’(m) is replaced b! /.“(N). 
1 < p : ; 2, provided that it-is continuous with respect to theI,” norm. I-lowevei-, 
at present we have only the following more restricted result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ,i’i be a closed subspace of L)‘(m), 1 p . ,z , of finite 
codimension. Let A be a functional on ,N such that 
(i) S is disjointly additive; 
(ii) X is continuous with respect to the 1,” norm. 
Then there exists an extension to Lo’ which preseraes properties (i) and (ii). 
A function H: Q ;C R -+ R is called a Caratheodory function if I[(., a) is 
measurable for every a in R and H(t, .) is continuous for almost every t in Q. 
A function H as above is normalized if H(t, 0) ~~ 0, a.e., in 0. If f is a real 
measurable function on D then the function Hf defined b\ 
I-&f(t) =- Wt, f(t)), vt t 8, (2.1) 
is measurable. For I &p :G xz we denote by Car” the family of Caratheodoq 
functions [H) such that Hf is in Z,i(m) whenever f is in L”(m). If g is a function 
in L”(IIz), 1 -; q .;i CD, then the function H, : Q :‘. R + R defined b! 
Wt, a) aldt), qt. a) E Q I\ R, (2.2) 
is in Car”, where (lip) -; (l/q) I. 
C’ombining the results of the first two theorems with a known characterization 
of disjointly additive functionals on T,” spaces [2], wc obtain the following more 
detailed result. 
1‘IIEOR13i\I 2.3. I,et ,!/ be a subspace of Ll’(m) and let ,\: be a functional on &. 
Suppose that .// and ,1’ satkfi, the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 ;f p -XT, arrd 
those of Theorem 2.2 if I p _ : m. Then there e.*.ists a normalized Sfunc?ion 
II: B ~: R - R helorging to Car” such that, 
(3.3) 
The fuuction II is unique module the family of functions .[I{,! : g t A/ j 
\Yc note that if ‘q E &tip, then 
.r, H,f dm 0. yf E .A’. (2.4) 
As before ,‘I1 denotes the annihilator of i // in L’I(m), where (l/p) -{-- (1 /q) I. 
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3. RICH SUBSPACE~ AND LYAPUNOV MEASURES 
The notion of a rich subspace ofL%(m) is closely related to Lyapunov measures. 
This relation plays a crucial role in the derivation of our results. In this section 
we discuss the above relation and state certain results concerning Lpapunov 
measures that will be used in our proof. 
If zq is a set in 7 we denote 1~~ 7.j the family of T-measurable sets contained 
in A. The characteristic function of a set .-1 will be denoted by x,, 
Let S be a Banach space and p: 7 --f X a vector-valued measure. Then p is 
said to be a Lyapunov measure if the range of p on 7A is closed and convex, for 
every Ag in 7. The following characterization of Lyapunov measures is known 
([3, 51; see also [4]). 
PROPO~ITIOS 3.1. p is a Lyapunov measure if and only if for every set PI in 7 
zuhirh is uot p-null there exists a real bounded r-measuvahle function ,f satisfyiq 
f is not /L-null, K(f) (I A, and c fdp -=o. -n 
This result extends the following theorem due to Lyapunov [7]. 
If ,Y is finite dimensional and TV is nonatomic, then p is a Lyapunov measure. 
An important property of Lyapunov measures is expressed in the so-called 
“bang-bang” principle, which is stated below. This property follows directI\ 
from the definition of Lpapunov measure. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let TV be a Lyapunov measure. Iff is a -r-measurable function 
such that 0 1-Y f < 1, then there exists a set A in 7 such that Jn f dp -= ~(9). 
Another property of Lyapunov measures which can be derived directly from 
the definition is the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let TV be a Lvapunoz measure and let B be a set in T which 
is not IL-null. Then there exists a a-akebra for E, sa?l Z;. , such that 
(i) ZEC~; 
(ii) FE ZE 3 p(F) = pE(F) p(K) where 0 ::i p,(F) :g 1; 
(iii) (IA Z;: , 14, with pt defined as above, is a separable, nonatomic measure 
space. 
A a-algebra for E possessing properties (i)-( iii will be called a Blaclzeaell ) 
a-algebra for E with respect to CL. This class of u-algebras was first considered 
bv Black&l [I] in the case of finite-dimensional vector measures. 
‘Th c relation between rich subspaces of L-(m) and L\;apunov measures is 
described in the following proposition which is a simple consequence of 
Proposition 3.1 (see [9; Sect. 21). 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let ~2’ be a rich subspace of L”(m). Then. there e.rists a 
vector measure p: 7 + I1 such that 
I. TV has bounded total variation (which we denote by j p I); 
II. TV is absolutely continuous with respect to m; 
III. p is a I.yapunov measure; 
IIT. &? =: {f ELm(m) : Snf dW = O}. 
Conversely, if TV: 7 ---+ l1 is a Lyapunov measure satisfying conditions I and II 
and if AS? is de$ned by IV, then Jd is a rich subspace. 
A measure p satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.4 will bc called a 
Lyapunov measure associated with JY. 
Given a Lyapunov measure, one can construct related measures which arc 
also of Lyapunov type. The f 11 o owing proposition describes two such 
constructions. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let TV: 7 - l X be a Lyapunov measure which is absolutely 
continuous with respect to m. 
(a) If gl ,..., g,. are in Ll(m) and p: 7 + Rk :< S is the measure given bzl 
F(E) .-z (lEgl dm ,... , .kg, dnz, p(E)), VE E 7, (3.1) 
then j.2 is a Lyapunov measure. 
(b) If u is a p-integrable function and af 1/U is the indefinite integral of u z&h 
respect to p, then vl, is a Lyapunov measure. 
For the proof of part (a) see [9; Sect. 21 and for the proof of part (1~) see 
[4; Chap. V, Sect. 21. 
We now prove the following statement which was mentioned in Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) If J&’ is a closed linear subspace of LY(m), 1 ; p < z, 
such that A? is of $nite codimension, then At is a rich subspace. 
(b) If .Ad is a w*-closed linear subspace of Lx(m) of Ji ni e codimension then A t 
is a rich subspace. 
Proof. Under the above assumptions the annihilator of JZZ’ in L”(M), (1 /p) + 
(l/q) :: I, is finite dimensional. i2s before, denote the annihilator by k’ . 
Clearly, by assumption (a) or (b), the annihilator of .~&‘l in Ln(m) is precisely JZ. 
Let (ql ,..., pk) be a basis for J&‘~ and set 
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Then p is a nonatomic finite-dimensional vector measure on 7. Hence, bp 
Lyapunov’s theorem [7], it is a Lyapunov measure. Therefore, by Proposition 
3.1, .A+’ is a rich subspace. 
We conclude this section with an additional lemma concerning certain 
decompositions of functions in relation to a Lyapunov measure /L on 7. 
Let f be a measurable simple function, 
f 2 aixE,, I:‘, ,..., E, disjoint sets. 
i=l 
Let Y be a positive integer. Since p is Lyapunov, for every set E, there exists a 
partition (Ef,, ,..., Ei,r] of Ej into sets of equal p-measure, i -: I...., II. Set 
,tj -= Fl a&,,, , j -= l,..., r. 
The set of functions {fr ,...,fr) is called a ~-uniform decomposition off. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let f, g be two measurable simple functions and let p be Lyapunov. 
Let Y be a positive integer. Then there exist ~-uniform decompositions off and g, 
sa?) {fi ,..., f;~ and {g, ,..., g,), respective$f, such that fV , g,’ are disjoint whenever 
u j VI. 
Proof. Let 
.f I= i %XE, , 
i-1 
.A’ =: tl bm, 1 
where [E, ,..., E,,) and {F, ,..., FJC) are partitions of 8. Set 
‘Thus, 
w;,j == E, n Fi , j := 1 ,...I 12; j --= I ,...) k. 
Let {rqi ) 6qj )...) W{‘} be a partition of IV,,, into sets of equal p-measure. Set 
jq” =z (j qj ) Fj” = 5 rqj 
,--1 i-l 
for i I ,..., n, i 1 ,..., k, I, : : I,..., r. Further, let 
Then (.fr ,..., fJ and [,q, ,..., ~~1 satisfy the requirements of the lemma. 
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4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONALS DEFINED ON .4 SPACE OF 
SIMPLE FCJNCTIONS 
Given a subspace &Y of L%(rrz) we denote by <T[, the space of simple functions 
belonging to A@’ and by gdC the space of functions (f E A: range(f) C (0, 1, - I}$. 
We shall also consider the set 8,, (f E A : range(f) 2 (0, a, --b) for some 
positive a, bj. In preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.1, we derive the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A? be a rich subspace of Ll(m) and let N be a functional 
on Y& which is disjointly additive and (bm)-continuous. The?1 there exists a function 
H: Q x R - R such that, 
H(., a) ~Ll(fin), VaER; 
H(,, 0) : 0; 
and 
N(f) ;= .i, H(f) dm, Vf E y// . 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Furthermore H is, essentially, unique modulo the family of functions (H,, : ,y t =&l). 
A function H satisfying (4.1) and (4.2) will be called a kernel for 1%‘. 
If a functional IV satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4. I, then its odd and 
even parts, defined by 
Neven(,f) : (N(f) -t- .Y(-.f))/2, AX(&) -= (N(.f~~v-f))/2, Vf E zfl , (4.3) 
also satisfy these assumptions. Therefore it is suficient to prove the theorem 
for even functionals and for odd functionals. First we deal with the case where 
N is even. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that A! and !V are as in Theorem 4.1 and in addition 
suppose that N is even. Then there exists a kernel H for N such that H(., a) 
H( ., -a) for every real a. 
Proof. Let p be a Lyapunov measure associated with .A@‘. The existence 
of such a measure is guaranteed by Proposition 3.4. Let I’ be a set in 7 and let 
{VI , Va] and {V,‘, Vz”,‘i he two partitions of 1’ into sets of equal p-measure. 
iVe claim that 
Set fTp,j -== Vi n I’,’ (i, j 1, 2), so that 
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-wxc; -- XVJ) -wxw,,, - xwn.J) -i- W(Xw,,, -- x&J), 
W(x v,’ - XVLf)) = W(xw,,, - xw,,,)) t w4Xw2,, - xw,,Jb 
In view of the fact that N is even, the last two equalities imply (4.4). 
Let y,, 1 N E R, be a set function on 7 defined by, 
rl,(r-) ~~ W(Xvl - XV,))> v I,. E 7, (4.6) 
where [I’, , I ilj is a partition of I r into sets of equal /L-measure. In view of (4.4), 
y. is well defined. The disjoint additivity and (bm)-continuity of iV imply that 
y(, is a signed measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to nz. Moreover 
y,, is the zero measure and y,, y (, , v’n t I-?. (4.7) 
Thus, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a function I-I: Q :< R - R, 
which satisfies (4.1) and is even in its second variable, such that 
yo(c-) 1. H(., u) hl, VuER and Vf7r:7. (4.X) 
. 1’ 
Now, let fE Y,, ( 
f C aixrL , I, ,..., I 771 disjoint sets. 
i-l 
Let :I-;., , f .!,?] be a partition of 1-i into sets of equal p-measure, and set 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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The proof of the theorem for odd S relies on the following Radon Sikodyn 
type result which was established in [9]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let ,//I’ be a rich subspace of L=(m) and let ‘1 be an odd 
functional on ~?j[ uhich is disjointly additive and (bm)-continuous. Then there 
exists a function G in Ll(m) such that 
Let A! be a rich subspace of L%(m) and let p be a Lyapunov measure associated 
with A?. A functional X on my,/ is said to be t”-invariant if, for ever!. pair of 
functions f, g in .y,[ such that 
t4.f ‘(4) P.(‘TW), VaER, (4. IO) 
we have N(f) == X(g). 
Using Proposition 4.3 we shall reduce the proof of the theorem for odd ;V to 
the case where N is, in addition, p-invariant. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let ,k/ and JV be as in Theorem 4.1 and suppose that S is odd. 
Then there exists a function G: Q K R --f R such that 
G(., a) EL’(m), tin E R, 
G(., a) r= -G(*, -a), Va E R, 
(4.11) 
and 
,V(ah) =~. 1. G(., a) 17 dm, Qh E &,, and VaER. (4.12) 
I “0 
Furthermore, if p is a LJ,apunov measure associated with & and fi is a Sfunrtional 
on 9’;( defked by, 
then fi is p-invariant. 
Proof. Given a real number a, set 
A,,(h) = h:(ah), Q’h E cl’,, . (4.14) 
Then A! and A,, satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.3. Hence, there exists 
a function G(., a) in Ll(m) such that (4.12) holds. Since A,, mu I 1 ,, . one can 
select the function G in such a way that (4.11) holds. 
It remains to be shown that the functional 2%’ defined by (4.13) is ~-invariant. 
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Let f, g be two disjoint functions in x,/ satisfying (4.10). Then f - g is a linear 
combination of &sj,A functions in CC/~ . Hence (4.12) and (4.13) imply that 
Since ,%T is odd and disjointly additive, this implies that iI’ Lq(g). 
Kow let J; g be two functions in P,, satisfying (4.10) but not necessaril!- _ 
disjoint. Let 
range(f) = range(g) -:- (ur ,..., a,,) 
j-l(q) = s, ) ‘p(q) _: 7’; (i I,..., n), 
Wi,; == Sj n 7; (i,j -- l)...) 72). 
Let i Jr-,, i , rr’(j] be a partition of Wj,j into sets of equal p-measure, and set 
\Ve similarly define S’; , T9!’ , f”, g”. Then each of the pairs f’, g” and f”, g’ 
consists of disjoint functions in ,y(, satisfying (4.10). Hence, by the preceding 
argument, 
Ayf’) = Iv(f) and qf”) = !Q’). 
Summing up the two equalities we obtain 
qf) = 19(g). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The next main step is the proof of the existence of a kernel for [L-invariant 
functionals. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A’ be a rich subspace of Lx(m) and let p be an associated 
LTapunozq measure. Let .@ be a functional on P,, satisfying the folloz&g conditions. 
(a) AT is odd and disjointly additive; 
(b) .f is ~-invariant; 
(c) lirn,+,,, 6(~; a, b) = 0, Va, b > 0 where 
6(6 a, b) sup{1 .$(,f)l :f E .V;, , m(K(f)) ,< E and range(,f‘) (7 (0, n, -b)]. 
Then there exists a kernel Fl for N. 
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Note that condition (c) is weaker than (bm)-continuity. We defer the proof 
of this lemma to the next section and proceed now with the completion of the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. We need one additional result which was obtained in 
[9; Theorem 3.11. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let & be a rich subspace of Ll(m). T’hez sp C,,( the 
linear span of rZfl) is dense in A![ with respect to the Lr norm. 
The existence of a kernel for N follows by the following argument. If ;V is 
odd and fi is defined by (4.13) then l%r satisfies conditions (a))(c) of Lemma 4.5. 
Therefore the function H : R + R, defined by H G 2 I^r with G as in 
Lemma 4.4 and l? as in Lemma 4.5, is a kernel for N. If N is even, the existence 
of a kernel is given by Lemma 4.2. As previously mentioned, the existence of a 
kernel in the cases where X is either odd or even, implies its existence in the 
general case. 
In order to prove the uniqueness statement in Theorem 4.1 we have to show 
that any function H: Sz x R + R satisfying (4.1) such that 
i’ H(f) dm 0, Vf E ?I > (4.15) R 
is, essentially, of the form H, for someg E A-. For the definition of H, . ~~(2.2). 
Let H be a function as above and set 
H,,(., a> = [H(., a) - H(., -a)]i2, 
H,(., a) ~~ [H(., a) -I- H(., -a)]/2. 
(4.16) 
Let p be a Lyapunov measure associated with AC. Let U E 7 and let {Ur , U,j- 
be a partition of U into sets of equal p-measure. Then, by (4.15) and (4.16), 
s H,(., a) dm : Jb, Hk, 4 dm -t ju. Hk, -a) elm u 2 
1 
z = 2 [I, 
1 
fJ(., 4 dm + Ju,, HC.9 -4 dm] 
+ i [jul H(*, -a) dm -i- ju2 H(., a) dm] == 0. 
Thus, 
Zi,(., a) Mom 0, Va E R. 
Next, (4.15) and (4.16) imply, in particular, that 
jD H,(., a) h dm 0 Vh E CT,, , Vu E R. 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
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Hence, by Proposition 4.6, 
j-QH,,(.,a).fdnz =0 Vf’fJZ, \JngR. 
Thus I{,,( ., u) E ~@2’ L for every real a. 
\Ve claim that, for U, J-E 7, if p(U) = C+L( Jj7) for some a: >. 0, then, 
( H,,(., a) dm == a J Ii,(., a) dm, V’n E R. (4.19) 
“U Y 
If CY is a rational number then (4.19) is a simple consequence of (4.18). 
If 01 is not rational, let (01~) be an increasing sequence of rational numbers 
converging to 01. Let ZU be a Blackwell u-algebra for U with respect to p and 
let (U,] be an increasing sequence of sets from ZU such that 
g1 1.;, 1: C’, p( U,) =: (cxn/a) p(U) = o!,p( I’). 
Then, 
lu H,(., a) dm = ~1, / H,,(., a) dm. 
71 v 
Taking the limit as n + co we obtain (4.19). 
Let a, b be two positive numbers and let U be a set in 7. Let {U, , U,> be 
a partition of U such that 
cL(Ul) = (V(a - 6)) CL(U). 
Then, by (4.15), (4.16) and (4.19) 
0 = j- H,(qU1 - Zyu,) dm 
“R 
-1 %(.,4dm-J %(.,h)dm 
Ul u2 
(W + 6)) S, fw, 4 dm - (4~ + 4) -1, H,(., 4 dm. 
Thus, 
bH,(‘, u) - UH,(‘, 6) := 0, vu, b > 0. 
Since H,,(., -a) := --H,,(., a), th e a b ove equality holds for all real a. Thus 
Ho = H, . (4.20) 
Since ZI,,(., u) E A-, it follows that g E di. Finally, (4.17) and (4.20) imply 
that H = fi, . It should be noted that this equality means that H(., u) == 
H,(., U) = ug(.) as elements of Ll(m), for every real a. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
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5. ~-INVARIANT FUNCTIONALS; PROOF OF LEMMA 4.5 
PROPOSITION 5.1 [9; Sect. 41. Let A’ be a rich subspace of L=(m) and let X be 
an odd, disjointly additive functional on .y,[ If f, g, h are disjoint simple functions 
such that f - g and f - h belong to Y/J , then 
iv(f - g) = - N(f - I/) - X(g - I?). (5.1) 
The same statement holds if YJ. is replaced by <,, . In this case (5.1) is valid 
even if f, g are not disjoint. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 [9; Sect. 31. Let A? be a rich subspace of L”(m) and let f 
be in P’!{ . Then f can be written as a sum of disjoint functions in q,{ , say fi , . , f ~ , 
satisfying the following condition. 
For every fixed i (i ~= 1,. . , Y) there exists a function f7 in Y/l suclz that fi andfi 
are disjoint, fi -fi is a linear combination of disjoint functions in KN , and ,fi 
is a sum of disjoint functions in &T,( . 
This proposition was not stated explicitly in [9]. However, the proof of 
[9, Lemma 3.11 yields precisely the result stated above. 
We turn now to: 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let a, b be positive numbers. Given a set S in 7, 
let {S, , S,} be a partition of S such that 
PL(&) = @/(a + b)) P.(S). 
Such a partition will be called an (a, b) partition. By property (b), f<r(aXs, - bxs,) 
is independent of the particular choice of the partition. In fact, it depends only 
on p(S). Let 
Y~,~(L~) = (a + b) -v(axs, - bxs,). (5.2) 
Then ya,b is a set function on 7 which, in view of properties (a) and (c), is 
countably additive and absolutely continuous with respect to m. Moreover, 
yo,b satisfies the following relations. 
Y0.b =-- -Yb,a ? (5.3) 
S, TET and CL(~) = CL(T) * ~a,@‘) = ~cd”). (5.4) 
The first of these relations is a consequence of the fact that& is odd. As mentioned 
above, the second relation follows from (b). 
The fact that Y”,~ is a signed measure satisfying (5.4) implies that, if U, V are 
sets in 7 such that p(U) = a~( V) for some positive 01, then, 
Yll,b(U) == vl,,b(~r). (5.5) 
This is proved by the same argument that was used to prove (4.19). 
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Next we claim that, for every triple of positive numbers, a, 6, C, 
Since the equality is symmetric with respect to a, b, c, we may and shall assume 
that c 3.: mas(a, b). Given a set S in 7, let (S, , S,} be a partition of S into sets 
of equal p-measure. Further, let (Sr’, $1 be an (a, h) partition of S, and let 
S,’ be a subset of S, such that 
p(&‘) = (ub/c(a 4- h)) /L(S$). 
By (5.5) 
Ya,b(w r= ; Y,,,(S), 
These equalities, together with (5.2), yield, 
For the last two equalities we used the fact that &’ is odd in conjunction with 
Proposition 5.1. 
Now let c,, be a fixed positive number, and set 
yn = Ul%) Yo.c,, 1 vu T- 0. (5.7) 
By (5.6) and (5.7), 
YdS) = @a.(S) - qqq (5.8) 
Let h E fFi, , h = uxu - 6xr, ) U n If :-= c‘(, n, h positive. By (5.2) (5.5), 
(5.7), and (5.8), we have, 
The measure rU is absolutely continuous with respect to nz. Hence, by the 
Radon-Kikodym theorem, p,, possesses a density function in Ll(m) which we 
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denote by I?(., a), a > 0. 1fT:e define A(., 0) = 0 and Z?( ., -u) ---J?( ., CZ) 
for n > 0. The function Z?: Q Y R - R defined above satisfies condition (4.1). 
Furthermore, by (5.9), 
8(h) ~-~ f A(h) dm, Vh t cf,, . (5.10) 
-Q 
By disjoint additivity the above equality holds also for every function .f which 
is a sum of disjoint functions in c?/! . 
Let f be an arbitrary function in q”Il and let fr ,..., fy and Jr ,..., .f!. hc as in 
Proposition 5.2. Thenf, - fi is a linear combination of disjoint functions in 6/l 
andfi is a sum of disjoint functions in 8,/ (z’ mu l,..., I’). Thus, 
:?(fJ = Jo fi(f;,) dm, 
Since fj and f+ are disjoint functions in z,( and % is odd, these two equalities 
imply, 
#(fi) j-> @j-J dm, i ~- I,..., r. 
Finally, by disjoint additivity this implies, 
Ag(f) == [ Z^i(.f’) dm. 
* R 
Thus Z? is a kernel for 1x7. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
Let A and N be as in Theorem 2.1 and let H be a kernel for 1%;‘ in the sense 
of Theorem 4. I. The function H defines a mapping H from the space .4r of all 
measurable simple functions into Ll(m), defined b> 
H(f)(t) == Wt, f(t))> VffEY, V’tEB. (6.1) 
Our next objective is to show that this mapping has a disjointly additive (blr~)- 
continuous extension to the entire space L”(m). This will be accomplished 
through several lemmas. In all of these p denotes a Lyapunov measure associated 
with A&‘. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that ( fn) is a bounded sequenre of simple functions such 
that m(K(f,)) -+ 0 zuhen n - cc. Then, 
(6.2) 
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Proof Let {fn’, fi] bc a p-uniform decomposition of fit , 11 I) 7,.... 
Let Al be a bound for the sequence {fn). Then, there exists a function I/G with 
K(/I~) C K(.fE) such that 17; mm:- M(xu -~ n xr; ) and 7, 
‘l’his follows from Proposition 3.2 b>- considering the positive and ncgati\Te 
parts of /$,iM. ‘The functionf,,’ - 11: belongs to ,y,, and itsL/ norm is bounded 
b!- JI. Since m(K(f,)) --) 0, it follows that the sequence [fri’ ~~ /I:;: is (/VU)- 
convergent to zero. Thus, by the continuity of A7 and Theorem 4. I, 
Since I{(-, .I/) and (I(., -,11) belong to L’(m), vve have 
when II + x. ‘I’herefore, noting that f,,’ and /zt are disjoint, eve deduce that 
[ H(fiL’) h + 0. 
. .‘.’ 
Similarly, 
1:) H(J‘3 dm - 0. 
Since,f,,‘, f,: arc disjoint, we ohtain (6.2). 
IXM~IA 6.3. Let if,!) be a bouncieci sequence of simple functioms in I,‘(w/) such 
fhnt {.f,,: coneeyes in menswe to a fitnction f in A. Then, 
(6.3) 
Proof. For any function h in L’(m), set 
@I inf(h ~;- m(t E Q : A(t) ’ ~5;). h :- 0 (~6.4) 
The metric d(., .) defined by d(k, y) U(/I --- ,y), generates the topolog! 
of convergence in measure. 
Let f,! fn -. .f (72 I, 2,...) and set 
4ftJ ~~~ an > -d,, [t E 9 : ‘f,,(t) . n,,], R,, =- Q”,‘:.d,,  n I, 2 ,,.._ (6.5) 
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Then the following assertions hold. 
Without loss of generality, we may and shall assume that urr :. I for all rr. 
By Proposition 3.2, there exists a function /I,,* of the form a,,(~~ . 
such that Sn*, Z’,,” 
II XT.,,*) 
are disjoint subsets of B,, and 
(6.7) 
By Proposition 3.5(a), the measure (m, p) : 7 + K )I l1 is a Lyapunov measure. 
Hence, there exist subsets S,, , I”,, of Sn*, T,,“, respectively, such that 
(7% P)(S,J ~~~~ 44 I*)(&,“‘), 
(w cL)( 7’4 a,,(m, p)(T,,"), 77 I, 2.... 
(6.X) 
Set II,, xr -~~ xs, . Then, by (6.7) and (6.8), . I/ 
Nest, let ;\I be a bound for the sequence [.f,,l. Again, by Proposition 3.2, 
there exists a function g, of the form 2,16(,yCT,, - x,,,~) such that U, , I Vri are dis- 
joint subsets of A,( and 
Set, p,, f/n sn (n I, 2 ,... ). Then, by (6.6) (6.7), (6.9). and (6.10) CT,! is 
a bounded sequence in L”(m) such that 
From (6.11) it follows that {P)~} is (bm)-convergent to zero. ‘Ihus {I;, ~~ v,!I is 
(bm)-convergent to ,f. Further, by (6.1 I), (fn - v,,) <Z &. By Theorem 4.1 
and the continuity of n:, 
By (6.1 1) and Lemma 6.1, applied to (f,! ~-- v)~)x~(~~~,) andfn,yK(V,t) 
Wf,, - nt) &I - 0 a 11 cl H(.fn) rh + 0. (6.13) 
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But H(fn ~~ 4(t) H(fn)(t) for all t in Q:,K(~I,J. Therefore, (6.12) and (6.13) 
imply (6.3). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let {fill be a (bm)-convergent sequence of simple functions. Then 
{H(f,,)\ conz!erges in IdI( 
I’Yocf. Let f he the (bm)-limit of if,,:. First vvc consider the cast where ,f is 
in A. Denote 
‘Then, 
where 
Clearly, 
Thus, b\ 
1i.j I’ I H(.fi) - H(fj)l dft2 [ (H(xT,j) -- H(l2j.j)) C/II?, (6.14) 
3’ i2 - R 
(bnl)-Jim gi,j : (bm)-lip h,,i mm f. 
Z,J"" 1,J~ )Z 
Lemma 6.2, 
By (6.14) and (6.15), limi,j,7j Z,,j 0. 
Nest we consider the general case where f is not necessarily in A!. By Proposi- 
tion 3.5(b), the indefinite integral off with respect to p is a Lyapunov measure. 
Hence, there exists a partition of Q, say (9, , Q,}, such that, 
Set f” = f(xr), -- x~I,) and fiL” = fn(xal - xs+ a =--~ 1, 2,.. . . Then f-% E . c’/ 
and :f,l”‘) is (bm)-convergent to f *. Thus, by the first part of the proof, {H(f?! “)I 
converges in Ll(m). Since H(f,)xo, = H(f?z*)xn, this implies that (H(f&J 
converges in Lr(m). Similarly, one shows that [H(fJxa2} converges in Z,‘(m). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
~XhIMA 6.4. The mapping H: YA L’(m), defined by (6.1), possesses nn 
extension 2: L”(m) ---f L’(m) which is disjointly additive and continuous ,with 
respect to the (bm)-topology of L7-(m) and the norm topology of Ll(nz). Furtllermore, 
we have 
fl(fXE) S(f)XE 7 VftL-f(m), VEE 7. 
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I’roqf. Let f be a function in La(m) and let (f,J be a sequence of simple 
functions converging (om) to f. By Lemma 6.3 , [H(f,,)J con\:ergcs in Z,‘(~z). 
Furthermore, the limit of [H(fJ) 1 c oes not depend on the particular choice of 
the approximating sequence (fni. Set 
X(f) L’-‘,)I; H(f;,). (6.16) 
Ohviousl~-, iff is a simple function then &‘(,f) H( /‘). ‘l’hus .A’ is an extension 
of H. 
Let f, ‘y be two disjoint functions in I,~(nz). Then we can select sequences 
{fn>, {slli converging (6~2) to f and R, respectivcl!,, such that K(f,,) m’- K(,f) 
and K(R,!) c-1 k-(g), ?z 1, 2,.... Since H is disjointly additive, 
.m(.f 7~ R) lirn H(.f,, I- ,T,,) lim H(f,,) lim H(g,,) 
,X(f) ! AQ). 
If (:,,I is a sequence in L--(m) converging (bm) tof we can select a sequence of 
simple functions (.f,l. such that {fn) converges (6~) to .f and 
!,ll_lj JXfn) -- Wx’n); L,(,,,) 0. 
Thus, by (6.16), [X(gJ) converges to %(,f‘) in l,l(m). 
The last statement of the lemma is easily verified in view of (6.16) and (6. I ). 
The proof of Theorem 2. I is now essentially completed. Set 
%,4’(f) I . X’(f) dm, Vf’fELn(m), (6.17) -5? 
with It// as in Lemma 6.4. Then -4’ is a (bm)-continuous disjointly additive 
functional on I,=(m). By Theorem 4. I, .Af coincides with N on - .‘f(( By 
Proposition 4.6, Cyjfl is dense in A’ with respect to the I,’ norm. Hence, by the 
continuity of ,Y- and N, it follows that A”(,f) Al’ for everyf in A’. Thus .A” 
is an cstcnsion of IV possessing the properties stated in Theorem 2.1. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.2 AND 2.3 
Let 1 --: p < c/u and let :A’ be a subspace of L”(m) of finite codimension. 
Let (v, ,..., F,() be a basis of ML, the annihilator of A! in Z,“(m), (I !p) (1 /q) 1. 
Set 
p(E) -: (.lE y, dm ,..., lE v,$. dm), V’B t 7. (7.1) 
Since p is a nonatomic finite-dimensional vector measure. it is ;I I,yapuno\- 
measure [7]. 
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Let :Y be a functional on A’ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.2. As 
before, we shall denote by 9”( the space of simple functions belonging to A’. 
N restricted to 9’,/ satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. Thus there 
exists a kernel H for :V !9,1c . By (6. I), H generates a mapping H: 9 4 Li(m). 
We shall show that this mapping has a continuous, disjointly additive extension 
to the entire space L”(n2). 
IJEhlRlA 7.1. There exist R disjoint sets iz r, saj’ El ,...l l?,L , such that 
[p(EJ,, ,., p(E,)) are linearly independent vectors in R,b . 
P~ooj-. In view of the fact that y~r ,..., ‘pi. are linearly independent as elements 
of L”(O), it is not difficult to see that the range of ,U over 7 is k-dimensional. Let 
Fi ,..., F,, be sets in T such that {CL(&) ,..., p(FB)) are linearly independent. Let 
FT.1 B,F; , i =~ I,..., k. Let Q denote the set of multiindices {CX 
‘xi 0, I for i =: I ,..., k). Set IX’, ~mm nf.-, F; r( 
(pi ,..., 1,;): 
’ L where Fi ,, em F; . Then 
Fi z= u r/v, , Fi,, :m= u IV-, , i -= 1 ,..., k. 
AB Q &E Q 
x*=0 ,x,:-l 
Let (kl<,l,..., I$‘~~]. be a partition of IV& into sets of equal p-measure, for every a: 
in Q. Set 
Ffj _ ,!JQ W,j, i, j ~-7 l,..., k. 
0,=0 
‘l’hen the sets F l 1 , F 2 9 ,..., F,: are disjoint and p(FiZ) =- (l/h) p(Fi), i l,..., /z. 
LEM~IA 1.2. Let z De a vector in R,< . If ~ z lR, is s@ciently small, then there 
exists a function h =-:= ,ys - xr such that y(h) ~ z. Furthermore, if {z,J is a sequence 
in R,< converging to zero one can select the corresponding functions {hn]- in SUL.II 
a way that m(K(h,)) --f 0. 
Proof. Let l$ ,..., B,. be as in Lemma 7.1. Let z be a vector in R,; and set 
z y= c+(Er) -t ... I- r,+(E,). Suppose that 1 z IRi; is sufficiently small so that 
c; g.: I for i 7 l,..., k. The measure p* ::: (II, m) is also a Lyapunov measure. 
Let Z;:, be a Blackwell a-algebra for Ei with respect to pk. Let F; be a set in ZP 
such that pV(F;) == c, pL*(Ei). Then the function 
satisfies the equation p(/f) = z. Furthermore, 
m(K(h)) m= i m(F,) 2 1 ci 1 m(E<). 
z=I i-l 
This implies the last statement of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 7.3. Let {f?,) be a sequence of simple functions such that .f,, - + 0 i/z 
I,“(m). Then, 
!jz lo H(fn) dm 0. (7.2) 
Proof. Our assumption on {fn) implies that safn cI~ --+ 0. Hence, by Lemma 
7.2, there exists an integer n, and a sequence of functions {h,f,,;),,, , each of 
which is a difference of characteristic sets, such that 
.I’ fil dp 
n 
[ h, dp for 72 .‘; 12” and m(K(h,)) --f 0. (7.3) 
- R 
By Lemma 3.7 we can construct p-uniform decompositions of fiL and h,, , say 
{fn’, f3 and {h,‘, hi’J such that K(fn’) n K(h,“) K(f,!J n K(h,,‘) G. Set 
g, 7 fn’ - h,‘, n 2: n, . Then g, E q(, (n > n,,) and g, ---f 0 in L”(m). Ry 
Theorem 4.1 and the continuity of AT, we obtain 
Wg,) j3, W,) dm, n ;;- I+, 
However, the properties of h,,’ imply that 
and lim N(g,) :=I 0. 
?1 .> rl (7.4) 
km= [ H(-h,‘) dm : = 0. 
’ ‘R 
Since f,,’ and 11,’ are disjoint we have, 
H(g,) == H(fn’) -+- H(--A,‘). 
Hence, by (7.4), 
Similarly, one shows that 
i+i 1 H(fi) dm = 0. 
u 
Since H(fJ = H(fn’) -t H(fi), th e p roof of the lemma is completed. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let {.frL} be a sequence of simple functions which converges in 
L”(m) to a function f in A’. Then, 
l,‘fl .i, H(fn) dm -= iv(f). (7.5) 
Proof. The assumption on (fn} implies that, 
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Let n,, be an integer such that for n 2 n, , snfn d is sufficiently small in norm, p 
in the sense of Lemma 7.2. Then, by Lemma 7.2, there exists a sequence of 
functions {JzJ,~>~~ , each of which is a difference of characteristic functions, 
such that 
Let grl fn -.- h, , n 3 n, . Then {g,,]n3no _C y<, and R,~ -+f in L”(m). By 
Theorem 4.1 and the continuity of N, 
WP~) = j,, WY,) dm, n ;> n,, ; !;1E N(g,) = iv(f). (7.7) 
Set C,, K(k,). Since {fVL] and (‘n) are convergent sequences in P(m), 
(7.6) implies that (fnxc,) and (g,xc,) converge to zero in D’(m). Therefore, 
bv Lemma 7.3, 
lirir !; H(g,) dm = 0, 
rt 
;i .r, H(fJ dm == 0. 
71 
(7.8) 
However, in Q\,C,, , g, coincides withf,? and hence H(g,) coincides with H(f,). 
‘lherefore, (7.7) and (7.8) imply (7.5). 
LEMMA 7.5. Let {fn} be a sequence of simple functions converging in L)‘(m). 
Then {H(f,J} conz?erges in Ll(m). 
Proof. Using Lemma 7.4, this result follows by the same argument as was 
employed in the proof of Lemma 6.3. 
LEMMA 7.6. The mapping H: 9 --f Ll(m) generated b}l the kernel H, possesses 
an extension 2: L”(m) +Ll(m) which is disjointly additive and continuous with 
respect to the norm topologies. Furthermoue, 
WfXE) = *(f)XE Vf fz L=(m), VE E 7. 
PYOO~. Cising Lemma 7.4, the proof is the same as that given for Lemma 6.4. 
LEMMA 7.7. Cy/t is dense in A? with respect to the Lt’ norm. 
Proof. Let f be a function in A! and let {fn} b e a sequence of simple functions 
converging to f in L”(m). Then sfi fn dp + 0. Let n, be an integer such that 
for n -3 n, , SD fn dp is sufficiently small in norm, in the sense of Lemma 7.2. 
Then, by Lemma 7.2, there exists a sequence of functions (hJnanO, each of 
them being a difference of characteristic function, such that 
Thus fn - 11,~ E .‘f,, , 11 2: n, , and f,, - k, ---t f in Ll’(m). 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, we set, 
.4qf) = 1 Z(f) dnz, Vf ELqn), (7.10) 
- I? 
with s’? as in Lemma 7.6. ‘I’hen JV‘ is a continuous, disjointlv additive 
functional on P(m). By Theorem 4.1, M coincides with N on q,/[ . By Lemma 
7.7 and the continuity of IV and A’“, it follows that the two functionals coincide 
on A’. Thus, J1/’ is an extension of N possessing the properties stated in Theorem 
1.2. 
Note that the fact that p is finite-dimensional has been used only in order 
to prove Lemma 7.2. Thus the proof yields a slightly more general result than 
the one stated in Theorem 2.2. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let N and A’ be as in Theorem 2. I 
(respectively, 2.2) and let A’” be an extension of X to the entire space Lx(m) 
(respectively, L”(m)), such that .A’” is disjointly additive and (bm)-continuous 
(respectively, continuous in the L” norm). Then, by 12; Theorem 31, there 
exists a normalized function H: Q x R - R belonging to Cam (respectively, 
Car’)) such that, 
(7.11) 
for every f in L”(m) (respectively, I,“(m)). In particular, (2.3) holds. l:inallp, 
the uniqueness statement in Theorem 2.3 is an immediate consequence of the 
parallel statement in Theorem 4.1. 
8. EXTENSION THEOREMS FOR OPERATORS 
In this section we consider operators of the form 2: A? + Ll(m), where .A 
is a subspace of L”(m), I < p S< SO, and Z possesses the following properties. 
(a) &? is disjointly additive; 
(b) 2 is “local,” i.e., K(G@Cf‘)) C K(f) for every f in A; 
(c) J? is continuous with respect to the norm topologies, if I p -< IX, 
and with respect to the (bm)-topology in A and the norm topology in L’(m) 
ifp = rx). 
For operators of this type we have the following extension result, which is 
parallel to Theorems 2.1-2.3. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let X he an operator possessing the properties stated above. 
If 1 < p < co, suppose that AC is of finite codinzension. If p ‘7: suppose only, 
that A? is a rich subspace of L’(m). 7’1 ien .w‘ possesses an e.\.tension to the fWirf~ 
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space which satisfies conditions (a)-(c) on L”(m). Fuvtheumow, there exists a 
normakeri~function H: Q i: R + R such that H belongs to Carl’ and 
2 (f) T H(f), VfEE.J/. (8.1) 
The jicwtion IT is essentially unique. 
1;~ the proof of the theorem we need several lemmas. 
I,IGCJ.~ X.2. Let A’ be a rich subspace of L7 (m). Let X: -G$[ ---f Ll(m) be an 
odd, rli~joi~rt~~~ ndditive, local operator. I,et f, g be functions in .‘<,, and let rdr 
(t t Q :.f(t) g(t)). Then 
Proof. Let fxv gxti -~ hand sctf * f - h, g” g -- h. First suppose 
that ,f “, .y ’ are disjoint. Let {fl*,fz*], {gr*, gl”) and {h, , h,} be p-uniform 
decompositions off, g, 12, respectively, where /L is a Lyapunov measure associated 
with / //. ‘I’hen X(f -- g) X(f* - g*) S’?(fi” -- gr*) I- &“(fz* ~ gz”) +m 
[X(hI ~~ h.,j t X(h2 - h,)]. Th e t erm in brackets vanishes because ~6 is odd. 
ThLls , 
~: Z’(,f* + h) + &‘(A -g*) = Z(f) ~ Y(g). (8.3) 
In view of the fact that SF is local, (8.3) implies (8.2). 
Next consider the general case where f*, g* are not necessarily disjoint. 
Then, by Lemma 3.7, we can construct p-uniform decompositions of .f * and g*, 
Say {fix, fix? ad (g,*, ge*l, such that K(f,*) n R(g,*) = K(f,*) n K(g,*)- L) 
Let {h, , 11,; be a p-uniform decomposition of h. Then, by the first part of the 
proof, 
Summing up the two equalities we get (8.2). 
L~mm 8.3. Let ~2 he a rich subspace of L”(m) and let ~7: -?,, --f Ll(m) be 
a disjointI>, additive, local operator. Then there exists a function II: Q x R 4 R 
such that 
Ht., a) EL’(m), Va E R 
H(., 0) == 0, 
(8.4) 
amI 
JrCf) =- H(f), Vf E Y,, . (8.5) 
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Proof. The odd and even parts of X each satisfy the assumptions of the 
lemma. Therefore it is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case where .iy’ is 
either odd or even. 
Suppose that Z is odd. Let a bc a real number and let C; be a set in 7 such 
that there exists a simple function g with K(g) n 1: 8:. such that 
where p is a Lyapunov measure associated with ~ti. Then we define 
H,(., a) =- Af(UX~ ~- &-o! . (8.6) 
In view of Lemma 8.2 the right-hand side of (8.6) does not depend on the 
choice of the function g. Thus H,( ., u) is well defined. If F is a measurable 
subset of l!, then H,( ., a) is also defined; the function g -~ a~~.,,,. has the 
properties required in order that H,(., a) be defined. Moreover, we have 
H,(., 4X,J = *qaxLT - R)XV = S(axr. - (g - ~Xu\v))Xr~ . 
Thus, 
H,(., u) = I{,(., a)xv. (X.7) 
As a consequence of (8.7), if { I’, , L’,} is a partition of U, we have 
II,(., u) =- Hul(*, a) -+ El&(., a). VW 
Now let U be an arbitrary set in 7 and let (C; , U,} and {I’, , I~VT) be partitions 
of U into sets of equal p-measure. ‘Then HVt(., u) and Hvi(*, a), i 1. 2, arc 
defined. We claim that 
This is proved as follows. Let Wj,; mm= Uj n lTj (i, j -- 1, 2). Let i lI’P’,j ( II’: ;j 
be a partition of W,,j into sets of equal p-measure. Set 
Note that U,’ u U,’ = Vi’ v ET2’ and denote this set by C:‘. Similarly 
U: v UG = I,‘: v I/‘; and we denote this set by 0’“. We also have p( I -‘) jl( U”) 
so that H,,(., a) and H,-(., u) are defined. By (8.8), 
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Summing up and using again (8.8) we obtain, 
Zf,:(., u) : H”f,(., u) = Hq(., u) + Hu,(*, u) =- HQ(., u) -I- If&, a). 
This proves (8.9). In view of (8.9) we define I{,(., u) for an arbitrary set 1. in 7 
as follows. Let CL.‘, CT”} be a partition of c’ into sets of equal p-measure. Then 
FZ,.(., a) and H,,-(., u) are defined by (8.6). Set 
H,(., u) =-= If,,,(., u) + H,-(., 0). (8. IO) 
Since the right-hand side does not depend on the choice of the partition, fI,J., (1) 
is well defined, and it is consistent with the previous definition. 
If 1. is a measurable subset of CT, let CC”, V”{ and (W’, W’“; be partitions of TV 
and I ’ I. into sets of equal measure. Set 1,” ~mz I” U II/‘, 7:” I”’ u W”. Then, 
Zf,(., u)x,, = H,,(., a)xv + H,,,(., a)x,, 
=: H,f(., U)Xv’ -1 Hp(., U)X[.” 
=~ I~,,(., a) -+ Hv,,(., u) H,>(,, u). 
For the second equality we used the fact that H,,(., a) vanishes outside I_” 
and 11,.,( ‘. 0) vanishes outside C”‘. The third equality follows from (8.7) since 
V, Z”’ are sets for which H,, , H,,J may be defined by (8.6). Thus (8.7) and 
hence (8.8), remain valid for arbitrary sets in T. 
Set ZI( ., u) : H,(. , u) for every real a. By its definition, N(., a) ill 
for every a and N(., 0) 0. Furthermore, by (8.7) 
H,( .) a) == H(., u),Qr VC: E 7 and Vu t Ii. (8.1 I) 
Let .f be a function in Y,/ , 
(El ,..‘) fi,,) a partition of &Q. 
Let (I:‘,., , Ei,?j be a partition of Ej into sets of equal measure and set 
fj ~==: Cl UiXE,,, , j -~: I, 2. 
Then, 
HCft) = f H(., (ti) XE,,~ = f IfE,,,(., Ui) 
,=-1 1. 1 
(8.12) 
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Here we used (8.1 I), (8.6), and the fact that SF is local and disjointly additive. 
Similarly, we obtain 
WtJ Wfd (8.13) 
By the disjoint additivity of H and .X, (8.12) and (8.13) imply (8.5). 
Next we consider the case where 2 is even. Let U be a set in 7 and let [I .i, L.,], 
(E,‘, CT,‘> be two partitions of li into sets of equal p-measure. 1Ve claim that 
By the disjoint additivity of X and (8.15), 
Jwx u, - XUJ) = Je(Xw,,, - xw,,J -- m4Xw,,, - XWJL 
=@Mx U,’ - X$‘)) =- x(u(x~l,, - xw,,2)) -t- ~~MXW,,, -- xw,,,)). 
In view of the fact that X is even these equalities imply (8.14). Let i. and 
{Cj’r , Uz} be as above, and set 
ffu(-, a) = JWXU, - XUJ), Vu E R. (8.16) 
By (8.14) the right-hand side of (8.16) d oes not depend on the choice of the 
partition. Let H(., u) HsL(., u) for every u. Then 
I{,(., 0) =- ff(., a)xc , Vl-~r, VaER. (8.17) 
Indeed, if CC”, 1,. “‘] is an arbitrary partition of I - then, by (8.16) and disjoint 
additivity, 
]I,.(., u) FI,.,(., 0) L- H,.-(., u), Vu E R. 
In particular, we have 
I-i(., 0) = HA., a) + ffc,,,-(., n), Vu E R. 
Since X is local, (8.16) implies that K(1l,-(., 0)) 1; L.. ‘l’his relation together 
with the above equalitv viclds (8.17). . I 
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l\jow, let f be a function in F,/ , 
f -f, aiXE, , (B, , . , En: a partiti(jn Of O. 
Let .fr , ji be defined as in the previous part of the proof. Then, 
2?(f) = A?(fl) -I- j’t(b2) -= 2qfJ -+-- X(-“/J 
-L Z(fl -fJ == i 2@,(XE,,, .- X&J) 
i-l 
It is also clear that H satisfies (8.4). Th us the proof of the lemma is complete. 
\I’e are now ready for the proof of Theorem 8.1. Let ;\: he a functional on J?’ 
defined bv 
Y(f) = 1 Z(f) dwl, Vf E A!. 
-R 
Then L\’ satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 if p = ‘CC or Theorem 2.2 
if 1 Z< p < cc. The function 15 of Lemma 8.3 is a kernel for N in the sense of 
Theorem 4.1. Let H: .Y -Ll(m) he the operator generated by 2, 
H(f)(.) = H(.,f(*)), VfE9. 
By Lemma 6.4 if p =m= x) or Lemma 7.6 if I < p < so, H possesses an extension 
X”: L”(m) --+r,ym), 
which is disjointly additive and continuous. The continuity is understood with 
respect to the norm topologies if 1 <p ( CD and with respect to the (bm)- 
topology if p = co. Furthermore, &“* satisfies the condition 
z*(fXE) -~- x*(.f)XE > VfEL"(WL), VE E 7. 
In view of the above properties of ,X *, it follows, by [2, Theorem 3.31 that 
there exists a normalized function N*: D ‘-: K -+ R, which belongs to Car”, 
such that 
X”(f) =- H”(f), VfEf,“(772). (8.18) 
Hence, in particular, 
H(f) = H”(f), Vj.E 9. (8.19) 
Applying (8.19) to the constant function with value n, where a is a real number, 
we get 
f~f( ‘, lJ) _~ Il”( ‘, CJ), Vu E R. (8.20) 
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Of course, the equality is understood as equality of elements in Z,i(m). By 
(8.20) and (8.3, 
W.f) = H”(f), Vf E .y/, . (8.21) 
Since CY’,l is dense in A! with respect to the norm topology (Proposition 4.6 
and Lemma 7.7) the continuity of F and H* together with (8.21) imply, 
*(.f) = H*(f), Vf E dti. (8.22) 
This proves the existence of a function H” with the properties stated in Theorem 
8.1. The essential uniqueness of H* is obvious. Therefore the proof is completed. 
9. SUBSPACES LACKING THE d.a. EXTENSIOK PROPERTI 
The main tool in our construction is the following result. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let N be a (bm)-continuous disjointly additive functional on 
La(m) and let H t Car”(Q) be a normalized Caratheodory function which represents 
N 
N(u) : f H(t, u(t)) dm, u EL”(m). (9.1) 
-a 
Let q, E L%(m) be bounded az’ay from zero and let a, , a, be real numbers satisfving 
a, < a, . Set 
F(w) -~- 1”’ lV(ae,, ~-~ w) da == J”’ (/ H(t, aa, + w(t)) dm) da, zc EL”(m). 
- “1 0, n (9.2) 
Then the functional F is G-differentiable everywhere in L%(m). 
Remarks. By G-differentiability of F at a point w we mean that the real 
valued function X ‘++ F(w + AZ) is differentiable at h -: 0, for each x ~l;~(m). 
Relation (9.1) implies the uniform (bm)-continuity of N on balls of L%(m). 
Hence not only is the existence of the integral in (9.2) assured, but F is also 
(bm)-continuous. 
Proof. The existence of a kernel HE Car”(Q) representing :\’ via (9.1) 
follows from [2]. In order to prove that F is G-differentiable at points zc E L”(m), 
we consider the following integral whose existence will be shown below, 
_ o,,. v”(t)-’ H(t, .x) dm”. c 
Here I),,. ((t, X) EQ 1: R : a,v,,(t) w(t) ‘ .A+ _ a,v,,(t) + w(t):, xnd m” is 
the product of the measure m with one-dimensional Lcbesguc measure. \Vc 
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claim that in fact the integral in (9.3) is equal to F(w). For notational simplicity, 
set 
alvo + zu == fI , a+,, + I(! == f2 . 
Then by- the Tonelli-Fubini theorem, 
JD ,“&-I H(t. ,x) nrrl* = 1 [j’““’ q(t)-1 H(t, x) dx] dm 
t< ‘s? fl(l) 
= f [ i”‘H(f, aDo(f) j zu(t)) du] dtrz 
-0 ‘a2 
= ia’ [ (_ H(t, q,(t) -+- w(t)) dm] da. (9.4) ‘q -R 
Here the applicabilitv of the Fubini-Tonelli theorem follows from the relation 
H E Car”(Q), since the latter ensures the existence of an element R :-:= gLC E L’(m) 
such that 
H(t, x); :<g(t), (f, x) E II,, , 
Now examine 
F(zu -I- AZ) - F(zu) 
= .r sz [J -fr(t)+hz(f) q,(t)-l H(t, x) dx - [““) q,(t)-l H(t, x) dx] drtr f,(t)+nz(t) fl(i) (9.5) 
~z 1 SC2 
f2(t)+Az(t) u,,(t)-l H(r, x) dx - [fl(f)+nz(t) u”(t)-1 H(t, ,x) dx] din. 
* flW 
Since H(f, .) is continuous in R for almost every t E Q, we have 
~$W i 
f,(t)+nzW 
-f,(t) 
q)(t)-’ H(t, x) dx = q(t)-’ H(t,f,(t)) x(t), ax. in Q, 
i = 1, 2. (9.6) 
Furthermore, since If is in Car”(Q) and fr , fi2 , z are in L”(m), there exists a 
function h EL’(~) such that for h near 0 
/ 
I 1 
. f,(l) i-A?.(t) 
a.c. in Q, i = 1,2. 
“I,(I) 
z~,Jt)-l H(t, x) dx ( :< Ah(t) 1 u&t)i-I, 
Hence by the dominated convergence theorem, (9.5) and (9.6) impl! 
(&NW + W,=, = .f, Q(V [fJ(t,$z(O) - W,.L(4)1 z(t) dm. (9.7) 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Sow let ~2’ CLV-(m) be a subspace possessing the properties 
(a) ,&’ contains a function uu bounded away from zero, 
(b) whenever f, g E JZZ are nonnull, then .f. g is nonnull. 
Let G be an arbitrary (bm)-continuous functional on ~2’. Put 
where 
Xf,(u) = aG(w), (9.8) 
20 = u - av() ) a = (1’ uv,, dm) \,(J v()2 dm). 
Clearly, NO is (bm)-continuous on JY and, vacuously, disjointly additive (here 
we use (b)). 
Finally, consider the following functional F,, defined on the subspace /2” C i ti 
consisting of functions za such that j ZU’Z’~ dnz mm: 0.
F,,(w) = (.n2iVo(av, + w) da = (a, - a,) G(w), 
. “1 
w E J&i?‘. (9.10) 
Supposing that ATO has a (hm)-continuous, disjointly additive extension to all 
of L”(m), it follows by Lemma 9.1 that F,, is G-differentiable everywhere in .J 
with respect to functions in ~2’. However, the functional G was arbitrary so that, 
in general, this differentiability property fails to hold. Hence, in general, ATO will 
not possess an extension of the type sought. 
As a consequence of the above, a class of subspaces lacking the d.a. extension 
property can be constructed, for instance, by taking the uniform closure of any 
linear manifold consisting of harmonic functions (and including constants) on a 
domain Q C R”. Here m is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
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